Discrete Boltzmann modeling of unsteady reactive flows with nonequilibrium effects.
A multiple-relaxation-time discrete Boltzmann model (DBM) is developed for compressible thermal reactive flows. A unified Boltzmann equation set is solved for hydrodynamic and thermodynamic quantities as well as higher order kinetic moments. The collision, reaction, and force terms are uniformly calculated with a matrix inversion method, which is physically accurate, numerically efficient, and convenient for coding. Via the Chapman-Enskog analysis, the DBM is demonstrated to recover reactive Navier-Stokes (NS) equations in the hydrodynamic limit. Both specific heat ratio and Prandtl number are adjustable. Moreover, it provides quantification of hydrodynamic and thermodynamic nonequilibrium effects beyond the NS equations. The capability of the DBM is demonstrated through simulations of chemical reactions in the free falling process, sound wave, thermal Couette flow, and steady and unsteady detonation cases. Moreover, nonequilibrium effects on the predicted physical quantities in unsteady combustion are quantified via the DBM. It is demonstrated that nonequilibrium effects suppress detonation instability and dissipate small oscillations of fluid flows.